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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
 . 2Consider the quadratic regression model y x s a q a x q a x , and0 1 2
 . w xnsuppose that for any x s x , . . . , x g y1, 1 , one may observe n un-1 n
 .  .correlated random variables with expectations y x , . . . , y x and vari-1 n
ance s 2 ) 0, independent of x . Such an x is called an exact n-observationi
design, and the object of this paper is to determine those designs which
minimize the average variance of the least-squares estimators of the
regression coefficients a , a , and a . These designs are said to be A-0 1 2
 . 5  .5 2  . i ioptimum. Let M x s s x , where s x s x q ??? qx , and leti, js0iqj i 1 n
 w xn  . 4D s x g y1, 1 : M x is nonsingular . The covariance matrix of then
 .least-squares estimator of a , a , a , associated with a given design x g0 1 2
2 y1 . UD , is then equal to s M x , so that x g D is A-optimum if and onlyn n
y1 U . y1 .if tr M x F tr M x for all x g D . Recall that an n-observationn
design belongs to D if and only if it has at least three different compo-n
nents.
It is well known that the corresponding A-optimum approximate design
w xplaces mass at y1, 0, 1 in proportions 1: 2: 1, see, for example, 3, p. 141f .
Should n be divisible by 4, the A-optimum n-observation designs are thus
already known, and if n is odd, the n-observation designs obtained by
retaining the support and rounding off the weights turn out to be actually
A-optimum; see Theorem 1. So in these cases, the problem under consid-
eration resembles that of determining the D-optimum exact designs, which
Ï Æ . w x  .has been solved for sufficiently large n by Salaevskii 8 and completely
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w xby Gaffke and Krafft 5 . If, however, n is even but not divisible by 4, the
situation is more intricate. In this case, according to Theorem 2, the
w xnumbers of observations to be taken at the end-points of y1, 1 do not
coincide any longer and the support of the A-optimum exact design is
different from that of the A-optimum approximate design. That is to say,
 .observations within y1, 1 should not be taken at the mid-point, but at
some zero of a certain polynomial of the fourth degree.
It will be convenient to denote by
z z z1 2 3 5n n n1 2 3
the set of vectors having z , z , z as its components with frequencies1 2 3
n , n , n respectively.1 2 3
 4THEOREM 1. Let n s 4 p q q, p g N, q g y1, 0, 1 . The class of A-
optimum n-obser¨ ation designs is then gi¨ en by
y1 0 1
. 5p 2 p q q p
 .THEOREM 2. Let n s 4 p q 2, p g N, p ) 3, and let a g 0, 1 be such
4 3 2  .that a y 2na q 6a q 4 2rn y n a q 1 s 0. The class of A-optimum
n-obser¨ ation designs is then gi¨ en by
y1 a 1 y1 ya 1j . 5  5p 2 p q 1 p q 1 p q 1 2 p q 1 p
w xRemark 1. Theorem 1 has also been established by Chang and Yeh 1 ;
their proof, however, differs from that given below. Moreover, Theorem 2
 .without the restriction p ) 3 has been conjectured by these authors on
grounds of an extensive numerical study.
2. PROOFS
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 presuppose the following moment
inequality.
w xn  4  .LEMMA 1. If x g y1, 1 and k g 0, . . . , n y 1 , then s x F k q4
  . .2s x y k .2
w xn  2 2 .Proof. Fix any x g y1, 1 , set y s x , . . . , x , and suppose that1 n
 .k - s x - k q 1, for otherwise the claimed inequality follows simply2
 .  .  .from the fact that s x F s x . Further, consider z s z , . . . , z , where4 2 1 n
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 .  .z s 1 for i F k, z s s x y k, and z s 0 for i ) k q 1. Since H u si kq1 2 i
 .   . .2 w xns u y k y s u y k is Schur-convex on 0, 1 , as is readily verified by2 1
w xmeans of 7, Theorem 3.C.2.b , and since y is majorized by z in the sense
w x  .   . .2  .of 7, Definition 1.A.1 , it follows that s x y k y s x y k s H y F4 2
 .H z s 0.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let
y1 0 1
x g0  5p 2 p q q p
and let x g D be any design which is at least as good as x . That is,Ã n 0
y1 . y1 .   ..  . wtr M x F tr M x s nr p 2 p q q . Write s s s x . By 3, Theo-Ã Ã Ã0 j j
x y1 .   .  ..y1  .  .rem 1.1.12 , tr M x G 2 tr M x q M yx s h s , s , where h u, ¨Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã2 4
 .  2 . y1 .  .s n q ¨ r n¨ y u q 1ru. Moreover, tr M x ) h s , s unlessÃ Ã Ã2 4
 .  .M x s M yx , that is, unless s and s vanish. Suppose now that q / 0Ã Ã Ã Ã1 3
 .  .and set k s n y 1 r2, y s s y k. Since h s , ? is strictly decreasing onÃ Ã2 2
 2 . 2 2s rn, ` and since by Lemma 1, s rn - s F k q y , it follows thatÃ Ã Ã2 2 4
0 F tr My1 x y tr My1 x Ftr My1 x y h k q y , k q y2 .  .  .  .Ã0 0
4k q 2 3k q 1 q y2 1
s y y2 2 k q yk q k k k q 1 q 2 y y 2 y .
y y y 1 y 7k q 3 q 5k 2 y 1 .  . .
s .2 2k q k k q 1 q 2 y y 2 y k q y .  . .
 .This shows that y f 0, 1 , so that either s F k or s G k q 1. Further-Ã Ã2 2
more, s F s , and soÃ Ã4 2
0 F tr My1 x y tr My1 x Ftr My1 x y h s , s .  .  .Ã Ã Ã .0 0 2 4
n k q 1 y s s y k . .Ã Ã2 2y1F tr M x y h s , s s F0. . Ã Ã .0 2 2 p 2 p q q n y s s .  .Ã Ã2 2
 4  4Hence, s s s g k, k q 1 s 2 p, 2 p q q and s s s s 0. The equalityÃ Ã Ã Ã4 2 1 3
 4ns s s implies that x g y1, 0, 1 . Since s vanishes, y1 and 1 must,Ã Ã Ã Ã4 2 1
then, occur equally often among the components of x, namely p timesÃ
 4each, as s g 2 p, 2 p q q . This establishes the assertion when q / 0. IfÃ2
y1 .  .  .2   . .q s 0, then 0 F tr M x y h s , s s 2 2 p y s r p s y n s F 0,Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã0 2 2 2 2 2
so that, again, s s s s 2 p and s s s s 0.Ã Ã Ã Ã4 2 1 3
 .Proof of Theorem 2. Let x s x , . . . , x g D be any A-optimumÃ Ã Ã1 n n
design. To see that an optimum design actually exists, fix any design
y1 y3  . .  .x g D and set d s tr M x r3 . If x g D and det M x - d , then, inn n
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y1 .view of the inequality of the arithmetic and geometric means, tr M x G
y1r3 y1  ..  .3 det M x ) tr M x . Hence
ny1 y1 w xinf tr M x : x g D s inf tr M x : x g y1, 1 , det M x G d , .  .  . 4  4n
and the infimum on the right-hand side is obviously attained.
 .Set s s s x , m s s y s , m s s y s , and m s s y nr2. TheÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãj j 24 2 4 13 1 3 2 2
first step consists in establishing the following moment inequalities:
4n 1 2
< < < <a m F \ g , b m F , c m F . 1 .  .  .  .24 2 132 n 35 n y 4 .
Let
y1 0 1
x g ,0  5p 2 p q 1 p q 1
n 0 nr2
0 nr2 0M s .1  0nr2 0 nr2
y1 .  2 .  3 .  y1 . y1 .Then tr M x s 8 n y 2 r n y 4n . The matrix M x y M ?Ã0 1
 . y1 . y1 .M x M x y M is obviously nonnegative definite, and it follows thatÃ Ã 1
tr My1 x G 2 tr My1 y tr My1M x My1 .  .Ã Ã1 1 1
16 4
s y 2n y 5s q 5s . 2 .Ã Ã .2 42n n
Therefore,
16n y 20 n2 y 4 m . 24y1 y10 F tr M x y tr M x F , .  .Ã0 2 2n n y 4 .
 .  .and this entails Eq. 1a . To prove Eq. 1b , let
n 0 sÃ21
0 s 0ÃM s M x q M yx s , .  . .Ã Ã 22 2  0s 0 sÃ Ã2 4
n 0 sÃ2
0 s 0ÃM s .23  0s 0 sÃ Ã2 2
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w x y1 . y1By 3, Theorem 1.1.12 , tr M x G tr M , and as M y M is non-Ã 2 3 2
negative definite, so is My1 y My1, so that tr My1 G tr My1 s 2nr2 3 2 3
 . .n y s s . Consequently,Ã Ã2 2
0 F tr My1 x y tr My1 .0 3
9 y n2r2 y 8 n2 y 2 m y 3r4 m q 3r4 .  .  .2 2s ,2n n y 4 n y s s .  .Ã Ã2 2
< <  . < <and so m - 3r4. If m G 0, then, by Eq. 1a and Lemma 1, m y g F2 2 2
2 < < s y nr2 F m . Similarly, if m - 0, then 1 y m y g F s y 2 p F 1 yÃ Ã4 2 2 2 4
< <.2 < < 2 2 2m , so that in either case, m y m F g . But u y u G 1rn y 1rn )2 2 2
w x  . wg for all u g 1rn, 3r4 , and this establishes Eq. 1b . According to 6,
x 2  .  .  . Theorem III.2.3 , m F n y s m , and by Eqs. 1a and 1b , n yÃ13 2 24
.  .  .  .s m s nr2 y m m F nr2 q 1rn g - 4r9. This proves Eq. 1c .Ã2 24 2 24
 4  < < 4Consider now the index sets I s i: x - yh , I s i: x - h , andÃ Ã1 i 2 2 i 1
 4  . 2 4I s i: x ) h , where h s 1r2 and h s 9r10. Set f u s u y u andÃ3 i 2 1 2
denote the number of elements in I by n . To determine these numbers,j j
note first that
x , . . . , x ; y1, yh j yh , h j h , 1 . 3 4 .  .   .Ã Ã1 n 2 1 1 2
w x w x n  .  .Indeed, if x g yh , yh j h , h , then m s  f x G f x GÃ Ã Ãi 2 1 1 2 24 js1 j i
 .  .f h ) 3r20; but this contradicts Eq. 1a . Thus, n q n q n s n.2 1 2 3
2  .Since x G 1 y 2f x for each i g I j I , one hasÃ Ãi i 1 3
s G x 2 G n q n y 2 f x G n q n y 2m , .Ã Ã Ã 2 i 1 3 i 1 3 24
igI jI igI jI1 3 1 3
 .  .and so, by Eqs. 1a and 1b , n q n - 2 p q 2. Assume that n q n F1 3 1 3
2 2  .2 p. Then s F 2 p q  x , so that  x G 4r5 by Eq. 1b . But asÃ Ã Ã2 ig I i ig I i2 2
x 4 F x 2r4 for each i g I , it follows thatÃ Ãi i 2
3 3
2m G f x G x G , .Ã Ã 24 i i4 5igI igI2 2
 .contrary to Eq. 1a . Consequently, n q n s nr2 s n .1 3 2
 4  4It will next be shown that n , n s p, p q 1 . Assume that, say,1 3
n G p q 2. As the A-optimum design x is necessarily admissible and asÃ3
w xn ) 1, it follows by 2, Theorem 2.1 that at least n y 1 components of xÃ2 3
are equal to 1. Let x be the design obtained from x when any one of theseÃ1
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components is replaced by y1. Let
n m q t sÃ13 2
m q t s tÃM t s , t g R, . 13 24  0s t sÃ Ã2 4
 .and let T be the set where M t is positive definite. This set is plainly an4
 .  .open interval, and it contains s and s y 2 because M s s M x andÃ Ã Ã Ã3 3 4 3
 .  .M s y 2 s M x . It also contains 0 and m , as is easily confirmed byÃ4 3 1 13
 .means of Eq. 1 . Consider now, for t g T , the function
h t s tr My1 t .  .4
n m q ts t n sÃ Ã 132 2det q det q det  / /  / m q t st s s s ÃÃ Ã Ã 13 24 2 4s
det M t .4
and its derivative
m q t n y s2 Ã13 2
h9 t s y m q 2 t q h t det . .  .13  / /t s y sdet M t . Ã Ã2 44
 .An argument similar to the one used in the proof of Eq. 1b shows that
 . y1  . .  .  .h m G tr M s 2nr n y s s G 8rn; and by Eqs. 1a and 1b ,Ã Ã13 3 2 2
2 n y s n 2 1 n 3nÃ2
det s 2m q m y F q y - y .24 2 /1 s y s 2 n n 2 8Ã Ã2 4
Hence, if m G 0, then13
2 n y s2m Ã213
h9 m s y 3 q h m det G 0. .  .13 13  / /1 s y sdet M m . Ã Ã2 44 13
If, however, m - 0, then13
2m13
h9 0 s y 1 q h 0 s y s ) 0. .  . Ã Ã . .2 4det M 0 .4
  4. w xThus, h9 max 0, m G 0, and since, by 3, Theorem 1.1.12 , h is strictly13
 .  4  .  .convex, h9 t ) 0 for t ) max 0, m . This implies that h s y 2 - h s ,Ã Ã13 3 3
< <provided that it can be shown that s y 2 G m . To do so, note first that,Ã3 13
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< 3 <  .  . 3by virtue of the inequalities u F f u for u g yh , h and u G 1 y1 1
 .  x2f u for u g h , 1 ,2
s s x 3 G yn y f x q n y 2 f x .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã  3 i 1 i 3 i
igI jI jI igI igI1 2 3 2 3
G n y n y 2m . 4 .3 1 24
The present assumption that n G p q 2 entails that n s nr2 y n F3 1 3
 .  .  . < <p y 1, so that by Eqs. 4 , 1a , and 1c , s y 2 G 1 y 2g ) m . There-Ã3 13
 .  . y1 . y1 .fore, h s y 2 - h s , that is, tr M x - tr M x . This is impossible,Ã Ã Ã3 3 1
and it follows that n F p q 1. By similar reasoning, n F p q 1. It is thus3 1
established that n s nr2 and either n s p q 1 and n s p, or else2 1 3
n s p and n s p q 1.1 3
The next step is to show that all components of x which lie with-Ã
 .  .in y1, 1 must coincide. Suppose that, for instance, x g y1, 1 , andÃ1
 .  ..  .  .set M t s M t, x , . . . , x . Thus, M x s M x , and the func-Ã Ã Ã Ã5 2 n 5 1
y1 .tion tr M t must have a local minimum at t s x , so thatÃ5 1
 . y1 . <drdt tr M t s 0. Let D denote the derivative of M , that is,tsxÃ5 51
 . 5 . iq jy1 5 2  . U  .  . U  .D t s i q j t , and set g t s ytr M x D t M x , whereÃ Ãi, js0
U  .  . U  .M x denotes the adjugate matrix of M x , that is, M x sÃ Ã Ã
y1 .  .  . y1 . <  . 2 .M x det M x . Then drdt tr M t s g x rdet M x ; see, forÃ Ã Ã ÃtsxÃ5 11
w xexample, 3, p. 21 . Hence x is a zero of g. In order to localize this andÃ1
 . U  . U 4 3.the other zeros of g, set g t s ytr M D t M s 5n t y 2 t r8, and0 1 1
observe first that, in view of the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality,
U U U Ug t y g t s tr M x y M M x D t q D t M .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ã Ã0 1 1
U U U UF M x y M M x y M D t .  .  .Ã Ã e1 1e e
U Uq M D t q D t M , 5 .  .  ..1 1 e
5 5 5 5 2 Twhere ? denotes the euclidean norm, that is, B s tr B B. It ise e
5  .5 2 2 4 6 5 U  .easily verified that D t s 2 q 12 t q 18t q 16 t and M D t qe 1
 . U 5 2 4 2 4 6.D t M s n 5 q 30 t y 22 t q 144 t r8, so thate1
13n2
U UD "h - 3, M D "h q D "h M - , .  .  .1 1 1 1 1e e 10
6 .
44n2
U UD "h - 6, M D "h q D "h M - . .  .  .2 1 2 2 1e e 13
 .  . < <Note further that, by Eqs. 1a and 1b , m F 1rn, m F 1rn, and24 2
< <  .  .m F 2rn, where m s s y nr2. By Eqs. 4 and 1a , s G y6r5.Ã Ã4 4 4 3
< <  . < <Similarly, s F 6r5, so that s F 6r5, and so, by Eq. 1c , s F 2. ByÃ Ã Ã3 3 1
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virtue of these inequalities, one obtains that
2U UM x y M .Ã 1 e
2 22s m m q n m q m r2 y s q 2 m s y nm r2 y m s . Ã Ã Ã . .2 4 2 4 3 2 3 13 4 1
2 22 2q 2 s s y nm y m q nm q mÃ Ã .  .1 3 2 2 24 2
22 2q 2 nm r2 y ns r2 q m s q nm y sÃ Ã Ã .  .13 3 2 1 2 1
2 22F 2rn q 3r2 q 36r25 q 2 6r 5n q nr3 q 4rn . . .
2 22 2q 2 5r2 q 1 q 1rn q 1 q 1rn .  .
2 2q 2 nr3 q 3nr5 q 2rn q 1 q 4 .  .
2 2F 9 q 2 3nr8 q 25 q 2 q 2n q 25 .
22- 4n r45 . .
 .  .Combining Eq. 5 with this estimate and Eq. 6 yields that
g h G g h y g h y g h .  .  .  .1 0 1 0 1 1
5n4 4n2 4n2 13n2
G y q ) 0, /32 45 15 10
g h F g h q g h y g h .  .  .  .2 0 2 0 2 2
279n4 4n2 8n2 44n2
F y q q - 0, /800 45 15 13
 .  .and it follows likewise that g yh - 0 and g yh ) 0. Being a third-1 2
degree polynomial, g has thus exactly one zero in each of the intervals
 .  .  .yh , yh , yh , h , and h , h . As x is one of these zeros, it followsÃ2 1 1 1 1 2 1
 .  .by Eq. 3 that x , and therefore each x lying within y1, 1 , must beÃ Ã1 i
 .equal to that zero of g which belongs to yh , h .1 1
Consequently, x has exactly three different components, namely y1, 1,Ã
Ãand say j , and their frequencies are either p q 1, p, nr2 or p, p q 1, nr2.
ÃIn order to determine j , assume, without loss of generality, that the latter
y1 Ã .is the case. Then tr M y is minimal at j s j , wherej
y1 j 1
y g .j  5p nr2 p q 1
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 . y1 .  .  2 .  ..  . 4Now drdj tr M y s nc j r j y 1 det M y , where c j s jj j
3 2 Ã Ã .  .y 2nj q 6j q 4 2rn y n j q 1. Hence, c j s 0, and j is the only
 .  .zero of c in y1, 1 since c is strictly decreasing on y1, 1 . Therefore,
Ãj s a .
Remark 2. Even though most of the arguments used in the proof of
Theorem 2 still apply when p F 3, it seems that the above analysis cannot
be adjusted so as to prove that the A-optimum designs must have exactly
three different components in these cases as well. Note that the D-opti-
mum n-observation designs for quartic regression are supported by exactly
w xfive points when n is large enough, but not for every n; see 4 .
 .Remark 3. A referee pointed out that the inequality in Eq. 2 can be
obtained from the gradient inequality
Ã ÃF M G F M q =F M , M y M : .  . . 1 1 1
 . y1 applied to the convex function F M s tr M defined on the set of
.  :  .positive definite matrices M , where M, N s tr MN and =F M s
yMy2.
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